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As those lucky enough to have been given the responsibility of supporting children 
begin their formal learning journey in life, it is important to us that we understand 
how our school is viewed.  We want to know the areas where we are doing well, 

and any areas in which we can improve – we firmly believe that we are all learning 
and can, and should, continue to seek to get better at what we do every day.  

 
Particularly following this time of change and evolution for the school we have 
tried to ensure that we take the whole community with us in our development.   

 
We are very grateful to all those parents who took the time necessary to fill out our 

online questionnaire and provide us with feedback that we can use to help 
continue to move forward and try to make our school better and even more 

supportive of every child's development.  
 

One of the immediate messages to emerge from this survey is that we can be 
better in communicating with you.  We agree with this and hope that you will 

notice improvements in the coming term.  It is one of the areas we discussed during 
our INSET day on the 5th January and you should see the evidence of our improved 

practice in fairly short order. 
 

We received 57 responses in total and the average response took 12 minutes and 
39 seconds to fill out, so we were 2 and a half minutes out in our estimation….  

Thank you to everyone who held out for those extra 150 seconds…! 
  



Section 1 – Information about the children 
 

The majority of respondents indicated that they have one child only at our school, 
however there are 20% more families who now have 2 children here than there were 18 

months ago. 
 

 
 

Girls in our school were represented in the questionnaire more than boys. 
 

 
 

Each year group was represented in the survey 
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How	  many	  children	  do	  you	  have	  currently	  in	  
our	  school?	  
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What	  school	  year	  is	  your	  child	  in?	  



 
Section 2 – The OFSTED Questions 

 
 Strongly 

Agree 
Agree 

Neither 
agree nor 
disagree 

Disagree 
Strongly 
Disagree 

My child is happy at this school 
 64% 31% 5%   

My child feels safe at this school 
 54% 36% 5% 5%  

My child is well looked after at this 
school 49% 44% 8%   

My child is taught well at this school 
 44% 49% 8%   

My child receives appropriate 
homework for their age 18% 54% 15% 13%  

The school makes sure its pupils are 
well behaved 41% 39% 18% 3%  

The school deals effectively with 
bullying/ unacceptable behaviour 18% 38% 15% 13% 

 No experience 
of this 

15% 
The school is well lead and 

managed 28% 54% 8% 8% 3% 

The school responds well to any 
concerns I raise 23% 44% 26% 5% 3% 

I receive valuable information from 
the school about my child’s 

progress 
8% 67% 13% 13%  

(all percentages rounded to the nearest whole number – hence the odd + or - %) 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 
  

Would	  you	  recommend	  this	  school	  to	  
another	  parent?	  

Yes	  (94.87%)	  

No	  (5.13%)	  



Section 3 – Communication 
 

Where do you go to find out information about our school (columns represent percentages)? 
 

 
 

How well do you believe our school communicates with parents? 
 

 
 

Have you attended any of our Parents' Information evenings so far? 
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Very	  well	  (15%)	  

Communication	  is	  OK	  (64%)	  

It's	  not	  good	  or	  bad	  (8%)	  

It's	  not	  great	  (8%)	  

It's	  pretty	  awful	  (6%)	  

Yes	  (82%)	  

No	  (18%)	  



 
If you answered ‘yes’, what was your opinion of the information evening/s you attended? 

 
• Very informative and well presented 
• It was ok (x2) 
• Great 
• Excellent very informative and worth the 20 mile round journey 
• informative, relaxed and friendly and not too long!  
• Good (x4) 
• Informative and well planned event 
• Teachers are always very knowledgable and ready to support. I always feel the teachers know my 

children.  
• Well organised and great to see the teachers as we can't do this easily in the mornings any more.  
• It was well lead 
• Detailed about the subject and questions answered.  
• Good and informative when new school opened and at the start of each year 
• Teachers had planned well the info to share.  
• Well worth attending and good information about the year ahead 
• Very informative. 
• Very good (x2) 
• This was informative for the age group for which I attended 
• It was informative for parents regarding what the children will be learning in school. 
• Good info, a bit long and some teachers delivery style was awkward when presenting which I 

assume isn't the case when they are teaching. 
• Informative, It gave us a good insight as to what would be taught for the year although how the 

children would be assessed was a bit wooly 
 

If you answered ‘no’, what kind of support/information could we provide that would 
make you think it worthwhile to attend a meeting to provide information to parents? 

 
• No answers provided 

 

 

If	  we	  were	  able	  to	  look	  after	  primary	  school	  age	  children	  
aged	  4	  or	  above,	  would	  you	  be	  more	  likely	  to	  attend	  a	  

school	  information	  event	  in	  the	  evening?	  

Yes	  (79%)	  

No	  (21%)	  



If you were able to decide, what would you like the school to organise that would help 
you understand more about your child's learning and how to support them? 

 
• Evening help sessions for helping with maths and English - we were taught in a very different way. 

Joint learning with our child of a typical lesson maybe useful to see how they learn or maybe 
watching a lesson by video feed. 

• I think you currently covered my concerns that is maths and Internet safety. 
• School's assessment policy and ideas. 
• Good, very informative. 
• Literacy skills for that age and what they could be doing at home. 
• Some information throughout the year about subjects they may need a little more help with that I 

can help to focus on at home to increase their knowledge in that area. 
• Information on deciding which school to move onto next. How to help with supporting with 

additional exercises at home. 
• If I saw what the work that my child did weekly rather than just at parents evening I would be able to 

go over any problems they have been having. 
• The information evenings that were held last year with different subjects for parents were really 

helpful.  More of these would be helpful for parents. 
• The maths booklet is useful. Perhaps a montage of photos showing a typical day in our half term to 

give us a flavour of their ways of working and who has been working with who. Generally I feel well 
informed about our children's learning. 

• I would like the week’s learning objectives / maths steps to be published online so I could discuss 
them and help with any missing knowledge gaps. The children are not always forthcoming as to 
what they are learning. 

 
Do you have access to the internet at home? 

 

 
 
Would you be interested in becoming a member of a parents group who meet once 
every half term, alongside a member of our school leadership team, to discuss school 
priorities and have an input into our future development? 

 

 
  

Yes	  (97%)	  

No	  (3%)	  

Yes	  (43%)	  

No	  (57%)	  



Section 4 – Our Church school 
 

 
 

 
 

 Strongly 
Agree 

Agree Neither agree 
or disagree Disagree 

Strongly 
Disagree 

Sandford St. Martin’s is a caring 
and inclusive school based on 

Christian Values 
33% 41% 26%   

The Christian values taught 
through Worship have an impact 

on the way children behave 
towards each other 

21% 36% 36% 5% 3% 

The Christian values have an 
impact on how learners flourish as 

individuals 
13% 31% 46% 10%  

The school has excellent links with 
the local church, parish and 

clergy 
21% 49% 28%  3% 

There is a provision in the school 
for children to express their faith 

with confidence 
21% 36% 41%  3% 

I am happy with the Religious 
Education provided by the school 

26% 47% 18% 5% 5% 

(all percentages rounded to the nearest whole number – hence the odd + or - %) 
 

  

Are	  you	  aware	  that	  our	  school	  is	  a	  	  
Church	  school?	  

Yes	  (100%)	  

Do	  you	  believe	  that	  our	  school	  is	  a	  good	  Church	  
school?	  

Yes	  (97.06%)	  

No	  (2.94%)	  



Section 5 – Open Questions 
 

The following are the responses that we received in relation to the 5 open questions that we asked.  We are 
very grateful for your responses, and there is much that we agree with in your thoughts.   

 
Due to the nature of this anonymous questionnaire we cannot respond directly to individuals, however 
please be reassured that the comments will be discussed in various forums and we are listening to your 

views.  You may see changes, subtle or obvious, that happen as a result of our reflection and analysis of 
these views. 

 
It is also important to recognise that we are a large and growing community, and that we will not be able to 

achieve everything that every member of our community wishes.  Indeed, some of the comments below 
from different respondees are directly oppositional.   Similarly, some of the comments reflect what we 

believe are misconceptions about our practice and the reality of what happens in our school.  We take 
these misconceptions seriously because they are causing concern whether accurate or not, and we have 

asked for parental comments based upon your understanding and welcome the fact that we have 
received such good feedback.  As always, if you have a concern about what you believe, or have heard, 
may be happening in our school, your child’s class teacher is the first point of contact to provide you with 

information or reassurance. 
 

We will continue to respond and listen to everyone in our community where we can and ultimately will 
make decisions that we believe are in the best interests of the children and the values of our school. 

 
Question 1: What do you believe our school is doing well? 

 
• Almost everything, very happy. 
• I think that the school has a very good reputation for learning and achievement and I think that is down to 

the teachers themselves.  
• Making our child an independent learner, encouraging them to take responsibility for themselves and 

offering a wide range of extra curricular clubs 
• Teaching 
• Teaching the children good morales as well as an excellent education17 
• solid teaching of the core subjects -engaging the children by having interesting topics/ projects -fun day 

activities to look forward to -happy relaxed atmosphere to learn in -fab cycle lane. we walk to school most 
days and it is a safe, pleasant walk now 

• Beautiful new building and friendly staff. All of the school's faculty are happy to help with different situations 
and questions. My child enjoys the hot school meals. positive play seems to be a great hit with my child. 

• Lots of positive achievement awards 
• Teaching golden rules 
• Extra-curricular provision. The music and sports offered us outstanding. 
• I think the school looks to encourage children to do their best, develop and learn in an enjoyable way. I 

think children are challenged to go beyond what they think they can do which is important. 
• I believe that the school is very inclusive to everyone who attends, and Enables each child to reach their full 

potential. 
• Teaching is very good within the school 
• Adjustments to the new build. Making the children become more independent. 
• Teaching appropriate for age range. Recognising their achievements by praise and awards etc. 
• Encouraging not only good learning but being an overall effective member of society by encouraging 

kindness and obedience. 
• The children love the new school and this gives a great environment to learn 
• Overall I think the school is fantastic - just a few minor tweaks needed to increase info to parents. 
• My children seem to enjoy school. 
• Transition to new site has been great 
• The school have helped the children settle in well to the new building and the children enjoy the facilities 

and the addition of the positive play option. 
• I think the transition from old site to new site was carried out well. My daughter is happy at school and is 

achieving well. She is encouraged by staff and feels safe in school. 
• Transition to new building went well. Children are involved in decision making. School meals are much 

better. 
• I really like the way Maths is taught, I think this works really well especially in mixed age classes. 
• Yes, in all aspects. 



Question 2: What do you think we could improve as a school? 
 

• Sorry but car parking.... it’s a mess. 
• I think now that the school has changed the morning routine to not being able to settle our children into 

school has had a massive impact on the way we as parents can communicate with the teachers and 
check on how our children are getting on. Although this may be ok with some parents, the parents who 
have lived in Sandford and attended there ourselves will know that the great thing about the school 
was being able to do this and we formed a great relationship with all the teachers and no matter how 
big or small the children are, we walked out of the school happy knowing they were settled and happy. 

• Ensure all subjects are being taught at some point, including PE, during the school week. Less pressure 
should be put upon teachers to reach certain targets in maths and literacy and more emphasis should 
be placed on the creative/expressive areas of the curriculum. 

• Communication with parents 
• After school clubs organised by the school e.g. netball and football are a great addition to our son’s 

development however when they are cancelled last minute we can't get to collect him at 3.05 as we 
are either both working until 3.30 or I have a 30 minute journey to make. We understand that cancelling 
them cannot be helped but sometimes notification has been so late in the day we've had to leave Xxxx 
in the reception until we can get to the school to collect him. We cannot afford for him to go to 
Sandmartins as they charge extra for late bookings, often they've been fully booked so we hope that 
the provision for him to be able to wait in reception for us may continue. 

• Sometimes my son says it is hard to learn because a few people keep messing around in class - some 
more varied choices every now and again for golden time - where have the lunchtime clubs 
disappeared to?? - supervision of the toilets? my son has been put off going at school because of a few 
incidents of bullying/ peeping tom style behaviour! - it is hard to get to the correct door in the mornings 
in the allotted 10 minute time slot, as it takes 3 minutes for my son to walk to the back of the school. On 
the odd occasion he hasn't made it and the door is closed, rather than being 20 seconds late he can 
be 10 minutes late by the time he has walked back to the office and then queued up to sign in. 
Fortunately not often but can be frustrating and seem overly strict. - dare I mention the p 
word.......parking? 

• Year one: make sure teachers change out their books more often please. A weekly newsletter to 
provide information instead of lots of emails throughout the week. Go back to a hard copy for the food 
menu, I do not have a printer nor do I wish to edit and resend the menu in email format.  Lastly, the over 
flow car park should be able to be used, It's getting ridiculous now, it feels some parents get a special 
VIP pass to park in the staff one... 

• Not include unavoidable medical appointments like blood tests towards in school achievements like 
attendance awards as one of my kids never gets this due to her having monthly vital blood tests and 
feels bad when her sister does. 

• To give advanced warning in plenty of time for up coming events 
• Better extension for more able pupils. An outside reception learning area worthy of an outstanding 

school. Daily literacy and numeracy lessons. Explicitly teaching children comprehension skills. 
• I think the timeliness of information still needs to improve. For working parents the more time we have to 

get costumes, photos, etc. the less stress there is at home! I also think the new way children go into 
school really prevents parents from easily having a quick word with teachers. I know there is a teacher 
on the door but it is not conducive to being able to pass on messages due to the number of the 
children entering in and the number of parents trying to have conversations. I think there is too much 
homework - as a full time working single parent we really struggle to undertake spelling with sentences, 
multiplication, normal homework assignment plus reading. We have to do all of it over a weekend 
which can be really hard going! 

• Sometimes information doesn't make it home, and sometimes information is given a little too late, so I 
think that could be slightly improved. 

• Communicate better with parents who don't have internet access, there have been no paper 
newsletters this term, making some feel excluded. 

• For the older end of school year 5 and 6 start to introduce diaries for when they get to secondary 
school. Listen to the children read more frequently as discussed at information evening. Hot school 
meals need more variation or at least offer a cold lunch as an alternative e.g sandwich, baguettes, 
yoghurt, fruit if the children don't fancy the hot. 

• Have adequate car parking facilities. 
• Communication is not good more time for parents to sort out things like non school uniform and dress 

up days 
• Advising parents sooner about events/non uniform/fancy dress days etc at school - at the very least 

two/three weeks notice would be helpful for time to organise and also to budget for anything that I 
need to purchase or contribute to. More consistent place for information - the website, parent mail, 
notes coming home & facebook are all great but I find in particular the notes from school maybe go 



astray and there is no back up for that information. Also the info would be much better if info by 
facebook, twitter, website could all be updated at the same time as I don't always have time to log 
into all of the sites - sometimes the info is on one but not all and I have missed information. 

• Communication with parents. 
• It's a shame we can’t chat to the teachers in the morning like we used to. But it is a lot quicker process 

of dropping off now, which is good. 
• Assist sandmartins after school care in their need for new premises. Their services are vital to parents, 

they are good at what they do, and most importantly, the children enjoy being there. If this were to be 
lost I strongly believe that it could be detrimental to the pupils within the school day. And I strongly feel 
that the important role that Sandmartins play has not been acknowledged with the construction of the 
new school. 

• Communication has been very last minute about things this year so far and parents could do with more 
notice about things. The issues some parents have experienced with Parentmail has not helped. You 
cannot rely on parents seeing things on the website, Facebook & Twitter as not all parents look at these 
regularly. 

• I think more notice needs to be given to upcoming events. Several times I feel I have not had enough 
notice to make a costume, it should be considered that most parents work and have little free time to 
organize.... more time would be appreciated. Parent mail is so so. It is not a reliable source of 
communication for me. The online meals forms are annoying.  There are always queues of parents 
waiting for the forms in the reception area in the mornings. The stones are also irritating, they should 
have been cemented in somehow, they always end up all over the path. The car park 'issue' is really 
frustrating... I don't use the car park but several parents seem to ignore the rule and carry on regardless 
with no consequence.  

• I think they could be pushed a bit more e.g. Maths and science. Also cycling proficiency club after 
school in the summer term? 

 
Question 3: What do you like about this school as a Church school? 

 
• I think it is important for children to understand about all religions. 
• The fact that a vicar comes in regularly is good, although it is still important that children are allowed to 

make up their own minds about religion and not be 'told' there is only one belief. 
• Good morals. 
• The teaching of morals and kindness in promoting good behaviour - Explode club. 
• Am not religious so this side is not of any interest to me. 
• That Christian values to be kind to others etc. 
• Church's involvement in the collective worship. Explode Visiting the church for services. 
• The links with the broader community and the moral compass it helps to reinforce. 
• It's important for children to learn about Christianity And the values that are taught with it. 
• It is not overly practised that those that are not practising Christians do not feel uncomfortable. 
• The lessons that our daughter learns from assemblies. It has been encouraging for us hearing her speak 

about godly things that we encourage at home too. 
• Teaches good values. 
• The children enjoy the assemblies held by Jackie and they come home full of enthusiasm for what she 

has taught them. 
• I like that my daughter seems to enjoy learning about Christianity at school.  
• It encourages kindness and compassion in young people. 

 
Question 4: How could we improve as a Church school? 

 
• Have more shared community activities and fund raisers 
• N/A 
• I don't know enough to comment on this. 
• Nothing 
• Showing different types of religion. 
• I would prefer if other faiths were also explored. 

 
 
 
 
 
 



Question 5:  
If you were in charge of the school, what would be your priorities for the future? 

 
• Proper car parking for start and end of day. Not everyone can walk or has time to park locally and 

walk. We pickup from school whilst on a break from work! 
• I think more communication between parents and teachers is a big MUST, it is such a rush in the 

mornings with teachers rushing the children inside, and then at the end of the day they are being 
rushed out! My child forgot to bring her reading book home 3 days in a row the other week, and I 
couldn't do a thing about it. Not being able to talk to the teachers has taken the friendliness between 
us out of the school. 

• Ensuring the curriculum inspires all children and doesn't just focus on maths and literacy. Obviously they 
are important, but so are geography, PE, art, music, history etc.... I feel that these are being forgotten to 
make way for the huge emphasis on maths and literacy. The new curriculum is dull, uninspiring and 
should never have been bought in... however it has, so my priority would be taking a rubbish document 
and inspiring my teachers and therefore my pupils. Happy teachers=happy children= fantastic results! 

• The children's education 
• Keep going as you are! Compulsory Christmas jumpers throughout December for all staff! only joking; 

just checking you were still reading! 
• The car park 
• To split year 3 and 4 in line with the rest of the school as this year seems to be doing same as before and 

not advancing much. 
• To fulfil every child's full potential not just be content with average push them further. Make them proud 

to be part of the whole school community 
• Reception outside learning area. Outstanding daily numeracy and literacy lessons.. Allowing pupils time 

to respond to the excellent marking by staff. 
• Concentrating on maintaining the outstanding rating, focussing on ensuring every child reaches their 

full potential. I do have confidence that the school is well run and organised and will set the right 
agenda to ensure it allows every child to succeed. Thank you 

• A good learning ethos In a stable and nurturing environment. 
• Supporting all children who need additional help, as well as those who are more able to flourish 
• Ensuring that year 5 and 6 are emotionally ready and adjusting to upper school. Respond to emails or at 

least acknowledge them. 
• Car parking with good system. 
• Parking (especially for once the nursery is open on site) 
• Making sure the children content to have an excellent environment to learn and continue to flourish 
• Parents. communication. praising and encouragement 
• Longer times to communicate, sometimes it's just too last minute. And more detail to what is being 

taught, being brought home to parents. 
• Ensuring sandmartins continues as it has done for so many years. Parents will always need to work. This is 

a fact. 
• Ensuring the new building and facilities are used to their full potential for the benefit of the children, that 

being said now the building is complete the focus now needs to come back to the children's learning 
as a priority as opposed to the build. Also ensuring there are enough teaching staff so the they are not 
feeling stressed and pressured and can concentrate on giving the children the full attention they need. 
E.G. my son gets heard reading by a teacher or TA once every 2 or 3 weeks, this doesn't seem enough. 

• Morning and after school provision for working parents.  
• Keep as you are. Everyone has coped brilliantly with a lot of change. Now it would be good to have 

some stability to ensure the kids can consolidate relationships with staff and see their learning improve 
as a result. Would also be good to have sand martins move over to the new site. It makes little sense for 
them to remain by the old church. 

• To create an environment where the children are enthusiastic about learning and want to excel in their 
own way. 

- - - End of Questionnaire Results - - - 
 

If you have made it this far, thank you for your commitment and interest in the school and in the views of 
other parents.  

We have travelled the most significant path of change and development in our school’s history.  As always 
we are totally committed to making every decision in the best interests of the children and being ambitious 
for their futures.  We thank you for your continued support, ideas and reflection at this important time in our 

school’s life. 
Mr Payne.  January 2015. 


